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STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
Appellant adopts by reference the Statement of Facts and
Procedural History set forth in his Pro Se Supplemental Brief in
Support of His Plenary Appeal and also in his Pro Se Reply Brief
appended to his Motion for Leave to Reply to the State’s
Response to Appellant’s Pro Se Supplemental Brief; and asserts
same as if fully set forth herein.
Additionally, on February 8, 2018, Hon. Robert Mega, J.S.C.
testified at a change of venue hearing before Hon. Alberto
Rivas, A.J.S.C. During his testimony, Judge Mega was asked, “And
how do you know you were at the Courthouse on that day?” He
answered, “Because I was on the record har- -- handling various
cases until after 4:00 in the afternoon.” [4T16-11 to 14]1
“CourtSmart records will reflect me being at the courthouse on
that day.” [4T20-1 to 8]. Also on that date, Judge Rivas stated,
in the context of the CourtSmart records being permissible

1.

*Transcript Citations*
“1T” – refers to 1/8/16
“2T” - refers to 9/30/16
“3T” - refers to 7/19/17
“4T” - refers to 2/8/18
“5T” - refers to 3/26/18
“6T” - refers to 1/7/19
“7T” - refers to 3/21/19
“8T” - refers to 4/2/19
“9T” - refers to 4/3/19
“10T” - refers to 4/9/19
“11T” - refers to 4/10/19

“12T”
“13T”
“14T”
“15T”
“16T”
“17T”
“18T”
“19T”
“20T”
“21T”
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–

refers
refers
refers
refers
refers
refers
refers
refers
refers
refers

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

4/11/19
4/16/19
4/17/19
4/18/19
4/22/19
4/23/19
4/24/19
5/23/19
5/30/19
9/23/20

impeachment evidence: “Well, here’s a copy of the CourtSmart, he
wasn’t there, he couldn’t have been there.” [4T29-18 to 20].
Judge Rivas also relied on the purported CourtSmart evidence in
his opinion: “... clearly there is incontrovertible evidence
that -- that Judge Mega was not at the scene. He was in Court.
CourtSmart confirms it.” [4T34-14 to 17]. However, the
CourtSmart records for May 13, 2013 of Hon. Robert Mega, J.S.C.,
on which Judge Rivas clearly based his decision not to change
the venue: were never entered into evidence.
On September 23, 2020, on remand to the Court Below at a
Coon hearing regarding Appellant’s Motion to Relieve Counsel,
Appellant stated on the record:
I move the Court at this date and time for an order to
settle the record on the grounds of Rule 2:5-5(a).
[Seeking to supplement the] record with the May 13th,
2013 Court Smart records of Robert Mega as indicated
in the February 8th, 2018 change of venue hearing. And
also by adopting by reference and proffering pages DA
245 to 269 [of] my supplemental plenary brief and
appendix with original signature and relying on the
grounds and seeking relief asserted therein. I propose
[a] verbal form of order, sua sponte. These motions
are made during this hearing in open court and,
therefore, comport with Rule 1:6-2(a).
[DA2 (21T3-19 to 4-10); DA15 (21T28-19 to 29-10)]
Appellant also stated:
THE DEFENDANT: I object, Your Honor. If you'd like to
recuse yourself. Move for you and before the court
here and now may recuse yourself as required by Rule
1:12-1(f) in MAYBERRY VS. PENNSYLVANIA 400 U.S. 455 a
1971 case because Your Honor's bias is at issue in
this appeal.
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THE COURT: Well, uh, so, now you're moving for my
recusal?
THE DEFENDANT: Indeed.
[DA5 (21T9-20 to 10-3)]
Whereupon Judge Kirsch asked the very counsel who Appellant
sought to recuse to join in the following kangaroo court:
THE COURT: What is the position, Mr. Miller, you are
counsel at present, um, do you join in that
application or –
THE DEFENDANT: (Indiscernible) motions, which I've
already indicated during this hearing.
THE COURT: Please, Mr. McGill—
MR. MILLER: I do not –
THE COURT: If -- excuse me one second, Mr. Miller, I
just wanna make the record clear. So, forgive me. If
you were before me, Mr. Miller, I wouldn't be stepping
on your words so often and you wouldn't be stepping on
mine. Uh, so, but forgive me for interrupting you. I
just want to admonish Mr. McGillvary remind him.
Please stop interrupting me, Mr. McGillvary. I really
appreciate that. I thank you. So, Mr. Miller, you are
–
THE DEFENDANT: [I request oral argument].
THE COURT: Mr. Miller, you are counsel of record, sir.
Is it your application, do you see any basis
whatsoever for this Court's recusal?
MR. MILLER: No way, Your Honor, I do not.
THE COURT: Um, Ms. Schwartz, do you see any apparent
or actual conflict or any basis whatsoever for this
Court's recusal?
MS. SCHWARTZ: No, I don't, Your Honor.
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THE COURT: Very well. The Court will not entertain the
application. Mr. McGillvary is represented by counsel
by Mr. Miller. Uh, both Mr. Miller and Ms. Schwartz
have indicated to the Court unambiguously,
unequivocally that they see no basis. And, uh,
frankly, there is no basis. Um, not only is there no
basis but I received a directive from Judge Messano,
uh, to undertake this inquiry and I will do so. So,
I'm not gonna enter-- I'm not gonna deny the motion
because, frankly, the motion hasn't been filed. Mr.
McGillvary is a litigant he's represented by counsel.
Now, so back –
THE DEFENDANT: I object to Your Honor's misapplication
of the court rule, specifically, Rule 2:5-5(a) and
Rule 1:6-2(a) for the record.
THE COURT: The Court will not entertain the motion for
recusal. It has not been, uh, filed appropriately or
consistent with the rules. And, uh –
THE DEFENDANT: Objection. Your Honor, misapplied Rule
1:6-2(a). These mo-- these motions have been made in
accordance with the court rules.
[DA6-7 (21T10-4 to 12-1)]
Also during this hearing, the following exchange took place
between Appellant and Judge Kirsch:
Q Are you -- what is your understanding of the
consequences of the pending appeal relating to you,
uh, and the Appellate Division?
A Well, I understand that Your Honor is and has been
denying me the ability to file motions that are
necessary for the completion of the court record such
as the one that I've just filed during this hearing
under 2:5-5(a). Matthew Miller has refused to file
such motions. And so, if I continue with his
representation, the court record will be incomplete.
And so, it is a matter of record. It is absolutely
necessary in the interest of justice that I -- I be
able to file these motions as -- since Matthew Miller
has steadfastly refused to do so I needed to make sure
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these motions are filed. Therefore, I have filed them
today to comport with Rule 1:6-2(a).
[DA11 (21T20-8 to 23)]
Which is borne out by the following poignant observation
made by Appellate counsel:
“Mr. Miller: ...Mr. McGillvary can’t file on his own behalf
because the Court will not accept motions from him while he’s
represented by counsel. And so, my -- presence as counsel is an
impediment to his ability to do that.” [DA8 (21T14-12 to 16)].
On October 30, 2020, Kirsch issued a written opinion in
which he vitriolically attacked Appellant’s character as
“devious” and “calculating”; then he deviously made a calculated
attempt to rehabilitate the State’s case by referring to such
“hostile,” “combative” behavior by Appellant as would merit
supplementation of the record with video surveillance depicting
Appellant’s actual behavior. However, the “ore tenus” motions to
settle the record made during the Coon hearing were mentioned
but ignored.
In a footnote, Kirsch attempted to litigate on the State’s
behalf in an opportunistic rebuttal of Point VIII of Appellant’s
Pro Se Supplemental Brief which serves to demonstrate Kirsch’s
inability to remain impartial when confronted with an
opportunity to prosecute Appellant from the bench.
This Motion is now before the Court.
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LEGAL ARGUMENTS
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Our Court Rules state that “[a]ppeals may be taken to the
Supreme Court by its leave from interlocutory orders ... of the
Appellate Division when necessary to prevent irreparable injury.”
N.J.C.R. R. 2:2-2(b).
A denial of Appellant’s right to substantive due process in
raising issues of substantial constitutional dimension and moving
for a complete and accurate record is an injury which would be
rendered irreparable by the Court’s preclusion from future review
of issues which could have been raised on direct appeal; because,
in post-conviction relief:
“Any ground for relief not raised in the proceedings resulting
in

the

conviction,

...

or

in

any

appeal

taken

in

any

such

proceedings is barred from assertion ...” R. 3:22-4(a). In an
analogous

case,

State

v.

Morgenstein,

the

Appellate

Division

elected to grant leave to appeal an interlocutory order denying
Morgenstein free transcripts, because the right of an indigent to
free

transcripts,

and

thereby

to

a

complete

record

of

the

proceedings below, is of constitutional dimension; and the denial
of such would constitute irreparable injury. 147 N.J. Super. 234
(Appellate Division 1977).
The denial of appellate review of Appellant’s motion to
proceed pro se, and the resulting denial of Appellant’s right to
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a complete record below, is an error of constitutional dimension
which would become irreparable due to Rule 3:22-4(a) if not for
this Court’s kind, timely, and just intervention. The Court is
therefore in the necessary position of preventing irreparable
injury by granting Appellant leave to appeal the interlocutory
order denying his motion to relieve counsel and reviewing the
points raised below.
POINT I: Kirsch’s opportunistic ex post facto finding on
Appellant’s January 7, 2019 request to proceed pro se was an
improper substitution for a Figueroa inquiry and a
Crisafi/Reddish hearing, and should be struck as untimely and
erroneous.
It is of significance that every case Kirsch used in
his “legal analysis” accuses him of structural error in
failing to properly inquire into Appellant’s Jan 7, 2019
“ore tenus” motion to proceed pro se.
To begin with, State v. Thomas indicates that,
contrary to the events of this case, “a different judge
conducted [the post-trial Coon] hearing.” 362 N.J. Super.
229, 232 (App. Div. 2003). Kirsch’s attempt to hide behind
Hon. Carmen Messano A.J.A.D.’s directive, knowing full well
that Judge Messano was innocently unaware of Kirsch’s
smoldering bias against Appellant, does not excuse Kirsch’s
failure to recuse himself.
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The Court in State v. Kordower found that the trial
judge erred in not conducting a full Crisafi inquiry upon
an “ore tenus” motion by Kordower during a pretrial
hearing, noting that Kordower’s “purported waiver of
counsel was somewhat equivocal ... however, we need not
decide the issue of whether her words and conduct
constitutes a waiver ... the Law Division’s failure to
determine whether the waiver was knowing and intelligent
requires reversal of defendant’s jury convictions.” State v
Kordower, 229 N.J. Super 566, 582 (App. Div. 1988).
The Court in State v. Rose held that “in making the
request, a defendant need not “recite some talismanic
formula.” Whether “orally or in writing,” a defendant need
only make the request “unambiguously... so that no
reasonable person can say that the request was not made.””
458 N.J. Super. 610, 627 (App. Div. 2019), quoting Dorman v
Wainwright, 798 F. 2d. 1358, 1366 (11th Cir. 1986).
Contrary to Kirsch’s claim of not “trigger[ing] a
Crisafi/Reddish inquiry”; “in response to Defendant’s
request, the Court was obliged to conduct a Faretta
hearing.” Rose, 458 N.J. Super. at 629. Contrary to
Kirsch’s misrepresentation, the Court in Rose did not hold
that “failure to persist in inquiries constitutes a
waiver”; but rather the opposite: “we are not prepared to
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hold that his failure to inquire is conclusive proof of
waiver.” Id. at 638. “Mere acquiescence through silence in
representation by counsel is not proof enough [of waiver of
the right to self-representation].” Id. at 636. In fact,
Kirsch’s twenty-two (22) month ex post facto denial of
Appellant’s initial request notwithstanding, “the failure
to rule on a defendant’s request has been treated as an
explicit denial”; Id. at 630; and “if defendant reasonably
believed his request was denied, he was not obliged to
continually renew it.” Id. at 638. The Court overturned
Rose’s conviction when, as in this case, “rather than hold
a Faretta hearing, the trial court deflected defendant’s
oral request.” Id. at 628.
Regardless of the scope of the request, Kirsch admits
that when Appellant was represented by the public defender,
he made an “ore tenus” motion choosing to proceed pro se on
January 7, 2019. “When the alternative is representation by
the public defender, choosing to proceed pro se constitutes
a voluntary waiver of counsel.” State v. Crisafi, 128 N.J.
499, 517 (1992). “The appellate division has consistently
required trial judges to engage in a searching inquiry with
defendants seeking to proceed pro se.” Id. at 510. Kirsch’s
attempt to superimpose ex post facto on the record a
finding of scope limiting Appellant’s request to proceed
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pro se to his motion only, fails to account for the fact
that Appellant equally specified his desire “to argue [his]
case” pro se. There were, in fact, two specific requests:
as the record shows. Both were unequivocal; but, assuming
arguendo that Kirsch recognized only one as unequivocal,
his belated denial of it, as stated in his footnote, was in
conflict with State v. Figueroa: “When confronted with a
defendant’s unequivocal request for self-representation,
the trial court must carefully question the defendant to
determine the scope of his request.” 186 N.J. 589, 593
(2006). Because Kirsch failed to do so, here as in
Figueroa, “the record in this case is not sufficiently
clear to determine precisely the scope of defendant’s
request: whether he was requesting the right of selfrepresentation or, instead, the opportunity to engage in
hybrid representation.” Id. at 595. Despite Kirsch’s selfserving substitution of an ex post facto finding of
“hybrid” scope for a Figueroa inquiry, to the extent the
record does not disclose the true nature of Defendant’s
request, we are compelled to conclude that a
Faretta/Crisafi/Reddish violation is present.” Id. at 596.
For these reasons, Kirsch’s opinion should be struck
and Appellant’s motion to relieve counsel should be
granted.
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POINT II: Judge Kirsch’s failure to recuse himself upon
Appellant’s motion was an abuse of discretion.
“[A] court’s prior statement of opinion concerning a
matter before it may indicate that the court has prejudiced
the matter and must be disqualified under Rule 1:12-1(d).”
State v. Marshall, 148 N.J. 89, 278 (1997). “[B]efore the
court may be disqualified on the appearance of bias, the
belief that the proceedings were unfair must be objectively
reasonable.” Id. at 279.
The proper standard to assess defendant’s request for
recusal is set forth in DeNike v. Cupo: “Would a
reasonable, fully informed person have doubts about the
judge’s impartiality?” 196 N.J. 502, 517 (2008).
Appellant in his plenary brief has raised the issue of
Hon. Robert A. Kirsch, J.S.C.’s bias and pretrial
statements of prejudicial opinions on important issues
based on internet research.

Also in his plenary brief,

Appellant clearly demonstrated on the record Kirsch’s
potentially career-ending perjury as a material witness
“from his perch on the bench,” when the record indicates
his actual position in the courtroom 2, showing his “fact
finding” to be a self-serving, bald faced lie.

2

Compare 13T16-11 to 12, to 19T53-23 to 25; see also Point III from
Appellant’s Pro Se Supplemental Brief adopted by reference herein.
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Appellant again raised this issue in an “ore tenus”
motion to recuse Kirsch during the Coon hearing. The Court
is respectfully urged to consider Kirsch’s pattern of
behavior in response, as a microcosmic reflection of the
macrocosm of trial:
1. Kirsch ignored Appellant’s ore tenus motions and
request for oral argument;
2. Kirsch refused to allow Appellant to proffer evidence
in support of his position; despite Appellant’s
recorded attempts to do so;
3. Kirsch asserted ex post facto in his opinion that
Appellant didn’t proffer any evidence in support of
his position; and characterized Appellant’s attempts
to do so as “interruptions” and “outbursts”.
Kirsch’s self-serving footnote, illustratively, is
nothing more than an opportunistic attempt to rehabilitate
his denial of Appellant’s January 7, 2019, ex ore equiis
“ore tenus” application to proceed pro se: with ex post
facto adjudications. The partisan legal arguments within
Kirsch’s footnote belong in an amicus brief in support of
the State: for rebuttals to the Appellant’s plenary brief
to issue from the Trial Court bench would cause “a
reasonable, fully informed person [to] have doubts about
the judge’s impartiality.” DeNike, 196 N.J. at 517.
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Indeed, his entire opinion from the very start reads
as an attempt to malign Appellant’s character, and thereby
justify Kirsch’s failure to conduct the proper inquiries of
Appellant on January 7, 2019.
Kirsch repeatedly characterizes Appellant’s behavior
as “serially contemptuous” and “disruptive”; “throughout
the entirety of trial” “from the time the jury was
selected”; yet fails to cite a single example prior to
Appellant’s testimony on April 17, 2019. Kirsch said prior
to trial, at the March 21, 2019 hearing “[Appellant] has
comported himself lucidly, in my judgement, he - cooperatively in the number of occasions where I’ve had the
pleasure of interacting with him in the courtroom.” [7T2318 to 21]. In fact, Kirsch said as late as April 16, 2019,
that Appellant “comported himself from a physical
standpoint like a perfect gentleman ... I have not felt one
moment of disrespect from Mr. McGillvary” [13T155-21 to
156-3]; clearly discrediting Kirsch’s claims of “serially
contemptuous” conduct “throughout the entirety of trial.”
The truth of the matter is that Kirsch’s deprecation of
Appellant during Appellant’s entire testimony; provided a
very reasonable explanation for why Appellant’s behavior
turned over night from “perfect gentleman” to “comparing
the Court to the Ku Klux Klan.”
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Kirsch began his efforts to destabilize Appellant by
moving him, the day before his testimony, to administrative
segregation (“the hole”) based on a contrived and
unauthenticated note. [13T135-3 to 139-14]. Then, moments
before Appellant took the stand, Kirsch rebuked him in a
hostile tone and warned him against providing demeanor
evidence. [14T96-21 to 98-6]. Kirsch then spent the first five
minutes of Appellant’s testimony hovering over, interrupting,
and belittling him; with mannerisms visible to the Jury that
prejudiced the rest of Appellant’s testimony. [14T101-22 to
102-9, 103-5 to 104-19, 104-25 to 105-17, 106-9 to 14, 107-23
to 108-11].
Indeed, Kirsch proceeded to interrupt Appellant a further
seventeen times: once to imply that neither Appellant nor his
testimony mattered [14T141-19 to 142-1] and once to convey
skepticism at a crucial point in Appellant's testimony [14T17211 to 12] [ see also 14T112-16 to 25, 120-6 to 22, 147-22, 1505 to 11, 163-14 to 20, 175-22 to 177-25, 180-9 to 14, 183-18 to
184-19, 190-1 to 21, 195-16 to 196-5]. As if his strongly
negative comment on Appellant’s credibility to the Jury during
direct wasn't enough; Kirsch started cross examination by
jumping in within the first five minutes, without prompting, to
instruct Appellant, “that’s a yes or no answer” to the
following ridiculously ambiguous compound question:
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“And you've had your discovery for almost the last six
years, give or take, and you’ve reviewed all of that today,
correct, before today, coming into court to prepare?” [14T20015 to 23; see also CourtSmart audio, April 17, 2019.]
Kirsch reprimanded Appellant four times for the
prosecutor’s misconduct [14T208-2 to 16, 210-20 to 212-10,
214-1 to 24, 228-17 to 229-10; see also 201-17 to 23, 203-14
to 16, 205-21 to 206-2 (prosecutor interrupts Appellant but
Kirsch blames Appellant in front of Jury)]; and assumed the
role of State’s advocate a further eight times [14T201-16 to
202-14, 218-17 to 24, 220-9 to 10, 222-8 to 16, 223-13 to 2248, 225-23 to 227-6, 227-20 to 228-6, 230-10 to 21]. Of these
thirteen hostile, critical rebukes by the judge, only one was
prompted by the prosecutor [14T225-23 to 227-6]; and one even
started as defense counsel's objection to the prosecutor’s
misconduct; but immediately resulted in Appellant being
berated by Kirsch for what the prosecutor clearly did. This
obvious favoritism by the judge couldn't have been lost on the
Jury; but the Reviewing Court is left to imagine the
accompanying body language and facial expressions. Kirsch
legally officiated his comment on Appellant’s credibility by
telling the Jury:
“I'm not sure where the objections begin and the
sustaining of the objections end,” [14T231-10 to 12] which
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effectively renders Appellant’s entire testimony void. “If I
say an objection is sustained, I am ruling in favor of the
attorney making the objection. Anything excluded by me is not
evidence and must not be considered by you in your
deliberations.” [10T16-13 to 19].
Kirsch even begins his vitriolic opinion with deceit.
There was never any indication of a weapon being used, yet
Kirsch claims that evidence was adduced of the rapist being
“bludgeoned.”

Kirsch then lists the injuries to the deceased

rapist in a manner obviously designed to elicit the sympathies
of the reader and bestir emotions to muddy the waters of
logical reasoning necessary for impartiality. Kirsch fails to
account for the following facts:
1. Doctor Shaikh testified that all injuries came from
the “front right side” of the deceased rapist; who was
found face down. It defies the laws of physics for a
“high velocity,” “significant force” impact to act on
a mass from the front without causing the mass to be
displaced and move backwards. If Appellant had struck
the rapist from a standing position as the State
asserted; the rapist would have been knocked backwards
into the furniture, which would have been broken and
disarrayed. Instead, the rapist was found face down
amidst the orderly, unbroken furniture; clearly
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corroborating Appellant using significant force from
underneath: causing the rapist’s body to be displaced
and move upwards, towards the ceiling.
2. The “virtually severed” ear was testified by Dr.
Shaikh to be caused by “abrasions” from a “single,”
“linear” blow with the “fabric”-covered heel of the
foot (“stomp”). Kirsch fails to account for that
“linear” means “horizontal” or “parallel with the
floor.” This corroborates the fact of Appellant on his
back, on the floor, with his jeans down around his
heels, kicking the rapist away from him. When
considered with the “direct” “frontal” impact to the
face and sternum of the face down rapist, which caused
fractures due to the osteoporotic nature of the bones,
the injury to the ear is clear evidence that Appellant
could not possibly have struck the rapist from
overhead: the osteoporotic bones of the skull around
the ear would most certainly have fractured if
Appellant had stomped downwards from a standing
position. But despite contusions on the right sternum
and broken ribs from a “single blow”; a broken left
orbit from a “single blow”; and a broken right orbit
from a “single blow”; there were no fractures to the
skull around the right ear.
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Kirsch attempts to use the Jury’s finding on involuntary
intoxication to discredit Appellant’s claim of
intoxication. Kirsch conveniently and self-servingly fails
to mention that he included the burden shifting instruction
to the Jury:
1. Without applying the factors set forth in State v.
Cameron, 104 N.J. 42, 56 (1986).
2. Without relating intoxication to lesser included
offenses as required by State v. Warren, 104 N.J. 571
(1986).
3. Without providing curative instructions for destroyed
evidence bearing upon the “clear and convincing”
burden. (See Point VI of Appellant’s Pro Se
Supplemental Plenary Brief adopted by reference
herein.)
Kirsch blatantly attempts to sway the Court by using
CourtSmart audio; but what is missing here, is the properly
and timely requested courtroom video surveillance which
would show Kirsch’s prejudicial sneers and gestures towards
Appellant: in full view of the Jury.
It is a perversion of justice for the last partisan
word of a plenary appeal, instead of being the Appellant’s
reply brief as entitled to Appellant by Rule 2:6-5, being a
rebuttal of Appellant’s plenary brief: issued not just from
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the State; but from the very court from which the appeal
was taken. The next logical step from allowing such a
travesty would be to dispense with the prosecutor’s office
altogether and, as in this case, let the trial judge argue
the State’s case: as well as deciding what evidence is
admissible, and what instructions are given the Jury. It
would be like the American Revolution never happened.
Because of Kirsch’s clear bias which deprived
Appellant of his right to a hearing before an unbiased and
impartial judge; and thereby rendered the result thereof
structurally unsound; it is respectfully urged that the
Court grant Appellant’s Motion to Relieve Counsel.
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e-mail: adb.shbnj@att.net

SUPREME COURT OF NEW JERSEY
S.Ct. Docket No.: 084586
App. Div. Docket No.:
A-004519-18-T3

STATE OF NEW JERSEY,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

CRIMINAL ACTION

v.

On Appeal From:
Superior Court of New Jersey,
Appellate Division - Criminal
Part

CALEB L. MCGILLVARY,
Defendant-Appellant.

Sat Below:
Hon. Carmen Messano, P.J.A.D.
CERTIFICATION IN SUPPORT OF
A ELLA
MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO APPEAL THE INTERLOCUTORY
DE DE I G A ELLA
MOTION TO RELIEVE COUNSEL

I, Caleb L. McGillvary hereby certify as follows:
1.)

I am the Appellant in the above-captioned matter.
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Caleb L. McGillvary
#1222665/SBI#102317G
New Jersey State Prison
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e-mail: adb.shbnj@att.net
SUPREME COURT OF NEW JERSEY
S.Ct. Docket No.:
App. Div. Docket No.:
A-004519-18-T3

STATE OF NEW JERSEY,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

CRIMINAL ACTION
v.
On Appeal From:
Superior Court of New Jersey,
Appellate Division - Criminal
Part

CALEB L. MCGILLVARY,
Defendant-Appellant.

Sat Below:
Hon. Carmen Messano, P.J.A.D.
ORDER GRANTING APPELLANT’S
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL THE
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER DENYING
APPELLANT’S MOTION TO RELIEVE
COUNSEL
THIS MATTER having been opened to the Court by Appellant
Caleb L. McGillvary and Deputy Attorney General Amanda G.
Schwartz, Esq. on behalf of the State of New Jersey and the
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Court having considered all documents and evidence submitted,
arguments of parties, and for good cause shown;
IT IS on this ___ day of ________________, 2020 hereby
ORDERED that Appellant’s Motion to Relieve Counsel is GRANTED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Order be served upon all
parties within ___ days of this Order.

Dated:

_____________________________
Hon. ____________________, J.
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On Appeal From:
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Appellate Division - Criminal
Part

CALEB L. MCGILLVARY,
Defendant-Appellant.

Sat Below:
Hon. Carmen Messano, P.J.A.D.
CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE
I, Caleb L. McGillvary, hereby certify as follows:
1.)

I am the Appellant in the above-captioned matter.

2.)

I served a copy of the Notice of Motion, Proposed Order,
and Certification, Brief, and Appendix in Support of this
Motion for Leave to Appeal the Interlocutory Order
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Caleb McGillvary
# 1222665 / SBI # 102317G
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Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0861
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SUPREME COURT OF NEW JERSEY
STATE OF NEW JERSEY,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

S. Ct. Docket No.: 084586
App. Div. Docket No.:
A-004519-18-T3

v.

CRIMINAL ACTION

CALEB L. MCGILLVARY,

On Appeal From:
Superior Court of New Jersey,
Appellate Division - Criminal
Part

Defendant-Appellant.

Sat Below:
Hon. Carmen Messano, P.J.A.D.
CERTIFICATION OF INDIGENCE
PURSUANT TO N.J.C.R. R. 2:7-4

I, Caleb McGillvary hereby certify as follows:
1.)

I am the Appellant in the above-captioned matter.

2.)

I certify and make statement that I was granted relief as
an indigent by the Trial Court for filing fees and
representation and by the Appellate Division for filing
fees, transcripts, and representation.

3.)

I certify that there has been no substantial change in my
financial circumstances since I was previously granted
such relief.
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4.)

I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge. I am aware
that if any of the foregoing statements made by me are
false, I am subject to punishment.
Respectfully Submitted,

Date: April 14, 2021
Caleb McGillvary
#1222665/SBI#10217G
New Jersey State Prison
Post Office Box 861
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0861
adb.shbnj@att.net
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